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Step 3
Work through the drills shared in the class video. Even if 
you are experienced in the techniques and drills being used 
in the early part of the class practice session, going through 
all of the steps is the best form of practice here.

Tips
Critical Incident Reloads 

o This is one of those techniques that you will need 
to spend time learning to perform smoothly before 
you will ever be fast. “Smoothly” instead of “slowly” 
because too often if I say “slowly” people will perform 
choppily. You need to be able to perform all the steps 
fluidly before you can hope to perform a reliable 
reload while moving and focusing on other things.

o Experienced gun handlers often get discouraged when 
they first start learning this technique because they 
aren’t as fast as they are with another technique. Keep 
in mind that raw speed isn’t the goal or the best metric 
to use when gauging the best reload technique for 
defensive shooting skill development. 

o Keep the gun in close to your body, in the High 
Compressed Ready, while you are practicing. This will 
make it more obvious when you are stealing quick 
glances at the gun. The only way to truly develop 
confidence in  your non-visually supported gun 
handling skills is to completely stop looking.

 

After you have watched the video from our range session 
(at least once) and read the supporting materials provided, 
it’s time to get some practice in before we do our LIVE Q&A.

Always be sure that your firearm and other equipment 
are in good operating condition, you are following 
the rules of your range, using safety equipment and 
balancing risk & benefit by applying appropriate safety 
rules and procedures… particularly those discussed and 
demonstrated in the video.  

Step 1
Set up your gear for training. While you should try to be as 
true to your most likely defensive carry set-up, you need to 
be sure that you can perform all aspects of the drills safely. 
If you have any doubt, using an outside the waistband 
holster (in the same place you normally carry IWB) or larger 
version of the pistol you normally carry can enhance safety 
without significantly impacting your fundamental skill 
development. 

Step 2 
Set up your camera so that it shows a good view of you 
performing the skills and you can safely start and stop it. 
The target is of less importance in most of the drills in this 
session. Side views are generally better than views from the 
rear. Showing your strong side is preferable to your support 
side.

Establish how you will receive commands during the drills. 
It is easiest to use a random start timer or, preferably, a 
training partner.
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the best defensive shooting instructors on Earth, you will 
be helping others to learn as well.  We are providing our 
Platinum Members an online experience like no other, 
the closest thing we’ve ever done to actually standing on 
the range with you as a student. A big part of any live fire 
training course is getting immediate feedback and learning 
from your failures. Submit your video to get the most out 
of this experience and help make the most of it for ALL 
Platinum Members! 

Step 5 
Submit your questions for the LIVE Q&A. Students always 
have follow up questions on the range. The best thing you 
can do is ask WHY, as in:

• Why is something shared in the video better than 
something else you may have seen?

• Why is something shared in the video not working for you?

• Why is a specific drill set up the way it is?

Maybe your question will be related to the video you 
watched before heading to the range (or maybe you 
never got a chance to get to the range for this session). 
That’s okay, submit it for consideration. If we get several 
submissions along the same lines, it will help us craft future 
sessions to answer as much as possible on the first go 
‘round… and we will certainly address the issue on the LIVE 
Q&A.

Step 6
Set your schedule so that you can participate in the LIVE 
Q&A.  You never know what direction the follow up will take. 
You may learn something new, gain a better understanding 
or think of a new question that you can get answered 
during the event. Exclusive Access to the Live Q&A is one of 
the special perks of Platinum Membership. Don’t miss out!

Non-Diagnostic Linear Malfunction Response
o As you saw in the video, we usually have students 

load each other’s magazines in preparation for 
malfunction response drills. If you don’t have a 
training partner to do this for you, you should load a 
few mags in very different ways and then scramble 
those mags before you begin your practice drills.

o You will look at your gun during your practice drills 
when you first begin with the Non-Diagnostic Linear 
Malfunction Response (NDLMR) training. You need 
to learn to ignore what you see and think about the 
correct response pattern to what you felt. Putting 
the Three Phases of the NDLMR up on a target with a 
thick marker or paint is the best way to give yourself 
something to look at besides the gun and get into 
the flow of the correct responses.

Laser Aiming Devices in Close Quarters
o If you do not have a laser aiming device, you can 

still get some practice drills in from the retention 
shooting position using an intuitive aiming method. 
Be sure to have a training partner check your angles 
before pressing the trigger.

o When using a laser aiming device from the retention 
position, be sure to position yourself outside of one 
arm’s reach, but not so far away from the target that 
you should really be shooting at extension. Between 
4 and 9 feet is probably best. 

o It is vital that you are very aware of how your 
shooting angle relates to the safe backstop in your 
training area. Generally, the closer your target is to 
the backstop, the better.

 
Step 4
Identify one or two 30-60 second video segments that  
you’d like feedback on and submit them to  
Platinum@personaldefensenetwork.com, including a 
link where we can view your video.  All videos submitted 
within 10 days of the posting of the Block Three video 
presentation will be reviewed and possibly integrated into 
the LIVE Q&A for Platinum Members. Don’t worry about 
being embarrassed or having your failures pointed out.  
Not only will you get very valuable feedback from one of 


